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Introduction

 Due to the development of science and as a result of various researches 
and explorations new inventions have emerged. Accordingly, man is persuaded 
to produce technical equipments in order to ease his needs. Technology is needed 
to man to make his work easier. Several changes have been executed in different 
fields of economy by technology. They may affect human life in an unfavorable 
manner as well as in a favorable manner. Therefore,  being aware of these timely 
changes is a must. 
 By Studying this chapter that discusses about the contemporary changes, 
the following competencies can be developed; 

 ² Technology 
 ² New technical tools
 ² Ways how technology affects human life favourably and unfavourably. 
 ² Importance of the adaptation of appropriate technology 
 ² Contemporary changes occur in the economy
 ² To work according to such changes
 ² Job market and its trends
 ² Qualifications that should be completed for new employments
 ² Necessity of a proper life-style with co-existance and well-being when 

working with competitive world
 ² Co-operative Movement, its tasks and services
 ² Develop competencies to act as a member of the global village by protecting 

localism and adhering to the contemporary changes

Contemporary
Changes 

02
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2.1  Changes in technology and responding to them

2.1.1 Introduction to technology

Man has been using various techniques to make his work easy. He had a 
motivation for it by birth. Accordingly, the methodology man utilizes to make his 
work easier can be simply introduced as Technology.

2.1.2 Changes in technology

With the down fall of feudalism, man tends to use books. It directly 
influenced to develop the thinking power of man. As a result of that, science and 
technology began to develop systematically. It is a pleasurable factor that the world 
is gifted with new inventions in parallel to that. Technological changes means the 
changes of methodologies that are used to make human need easier.
 Man who lived in hunting era used stone tools to fulfill his activities. But 
later they developed systematically. Life of the past man was simple. So, he used a 
natural cave which was a wonderful creation of nature itself as his shelter. But with 
the development occurred with new inventions and technology he had to change 
systematically. As a result of that, man who lived in a cave, has made high luxury 
mansions which have been built using the most latest methods at present as his 
habitat.

A cave

Latest upstair House Normal house Wattle and daub hut

A Tent

Methodical change 
took place with the 

technology

With the development of technology, human needs too have become 
complex. The result of it, was the endowment of more electronic equipment to the 
world in place of old stone tools. This could be easily understood when we compare 
the equipment that have been used in the past kitchen with the present kitchen.
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Kitchen of a modern houseKitchen of an old house

2.1.3 New Inventions through explorations and researches

With the gradual development of population, human needs also developed. 
Need for efficient tools arised to get these needs fulfilled. As a result of the 
industrial revolution that took place parallel to it in 18th century endowed more 
new inventions to the world. It is not a secret that, explorations and researches 
conducted  then were a great boon to it. The study that is conducted to find some 
solutions to a problem following scientific methods is a research. Exploration 
and researches fulfill a specific task in present day world. Accordingly, human 
needs too have been widened. Need arised for modified tools to fulfill them. It is 
more apt to introduce this as the most powerful factor that influenced to the origin 
of technical productions.   

2.1.4 Social changes that occur with the changes of technology
According to the studies conducted from past to present it is clear that 

several changes have occurred in technology. Due to these changes, more changes 
have occurred in various fields of the society too. Several changes that occurred in 
the society are shown below;  

 ² Change of the consumer pattern of man
 ² Origin of more new employments
 ² Origin of new styles
 ² Origin of the methods of modern medical treatments 
 ² Change in the production and usage of food and beverages 
 ² Change in the ways of spending leisure and recreation
 ² Expansion of social relationships and acceleration of them
 ² Declining of ancient traditional methodologies

 ² Change of the thoughts and wishes of people
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 ² Favourable and unfavourable effects caused the technical changes
 

 Though the technical changes are needed, there are favourable and 
unfavourable effects due to the excessive use of it in compulsory manner by man.

Favourable effects

 ² Works becoming easy  
 ² Saving time   
 ² Minimizing the wastage of resources

Unfavourable effects 

 ² Human needs become complex
 ² Adaptation of man to unnecessary consuming pattern
 ² Mechanisation of people
 ² Society become complex
 ² Acceleration of environmental pollution
 ² Man subjecting to different diseases
 ² Collapse of social relations

 ² Increase of productivity
 ² Increase of efficiency
 ² Expansion of human and social 

relations

2.1.5  Importance of utilization of technical changes as a creative citizen

 Results that can be achieved by utilizing the technology for the benefits 
of man are immense. The below mentioned saying makes us understand that the 
utilization of technology in creative manner for different activities is apt. 

The nation that doesn't build new things doesn't rise
                            

   Kumarathunga Munidasa

 

 The above sentence shows that technology is necessary and it must be 
utilized creatively. Kumarathunga Munidasa emphasizes that individual and social 
development can be dawned through it. 
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Some instance the technology is used today are given below:

 ² For various domestic needs
 ² For multi-service necessities. (education, transportation, 

communication, hygienic)
 ² For leisure and recreational activities
 ² For the building up social relations
 ² For the creation of new inventions
 ² For the acceleration of production efficiency 

2.1.6  Appropriate technology
Appropriate technology is using technology to suit the social, economic, 

cultural and environmental conditions of the country. Using machinery to maximize 
the use of human labour in a country where human labour is in abundance can be 
cited as example. There are two important things that should be focused in using 
technology; advancing towards industrialization, preserving traditional industries 
and expanding technical needs bearable to the country.

2.1.7 Benefits of using appropriate technology to establish sustainable 
          development 

Sustainable development means long-lasting and endurable development. 
Development that is conducted without destroying the resources that are necessary 
for the needs of future generations while resources are used for the present day 
activities without damaging the environment is called sustainable development. The 
development process should get the maximum benefit of resources while avoiding 
wastage of resources.

Given below are some benefits of using appropriate technology for sustainable 
development:

 ² Avoiding wastage of resources
 ² Ability to take maximum use of labour resources
 ² Minimizing environmental pollution
 ² Ability to maintain a balanced environment
 ² Bearable for the economy of country 
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Technical equipment Uses 
A 1 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

2 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
B 1 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

2 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

2. Facebook, Instergram, Linkedin are some of the social networks that 
are famous today. Personal relationships are widened by these. There are 
social welfare activities conducted by social media such as; educational 
programmes, tree planting programmes, helping kidney patients, building 
houses. There are some adverse effects of this social media too. Mention two 
such instances and two ways of avoiding them.

3. State unfavourable effects that have occurred with the change of technology.
4. Suggest actions that can be used to minimize them.
5. Explain briefly the importance of new inventions when fulfilling day to day 

activities. 

Activity 2.1 

1. Complete the following table by identifying the technical equipment  
used at your home.

2.2 Adaptation to the changes in economy

2.2.1 Economical changes with technology

Resources in the environment are used to fulfill the unlimited and complex 
needs of man. These resources exist very limited in the environment. Man has been 
persuaded to produce goods and services using these limited resources to fulfill his 
needs since the ancient times. Accordingly, the three main processes that occur in 
an economy of any country can be identified as:

 ² Production
 ² Distribution
 ² Consumption
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Production means changing economical resources to fufill the needs of 
human. Conversion of existing resources into goods that are compatible with human 
needs using labour and techniques takes place in the process of production. The 
main process that takes place there is the conversion of raw materials into finished 
products. 

The process of providing manufactured goods and services up to the 
consumer is distribution. Transportation is a compulsory factor for it. Fulfillment of 
human needs by using goods and services produced in an economy is consumption. 
Above mentioned three processes are compulsory for the existence of an economy.

The changes that take place in an economy can be considered under three sections:

Changes take 
place in an 
economy

 Agricultural sector

Industrial sector

Service sector 

2.2.1.1 Contemporary changes take place in the agricultural sector 
Sri Lanka is a country which has made agriculture as its livelihood since 

past. There the paddy cultivation as muddy-cultivation (Mada Govithana) received 
a prominent place. Chena cultivation as land cultivation (Goda Govithana) also 
was popular. Apart from that the agricultural sector consists of the cultivations like 
vegetables, fruits, tubers, cereals and spices too. 

With the arrival of the Westerners, plantation began to be popular in Sri 
Lanka. There, Tea, Rubber and Coconut occupied a special place as commercial 
crops. But they existed as primary productions. With the speedy development of the 
technology, a noted development could be seen in the local agricultural sector too. 
At present, more modern changes has taken place in association with this could be 
seen:

Examples - 
 ² Use of machinery for preparation of land, planting, harvesting, etc
 ² Use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides 
 ² Introduction of hybrid seeds and tissue-culture plant varieties to get 

short-term harvests 
 ² Use of gene technology 
 ² Utilization of new methods in irrigation 
 ² Use of modern methods of cultivations and greenhouse cultivation
 ² Diversification of productions 
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Use of modern technology in agriculture

Preparation of land Planting Harvesting

Use of chemical fertilizer and pesticides are used in agriculture

Use of fertilizer Use of pesticides

Use of modern irrigational methods 

Drip irrigation

Modern methods of cultivation 

HydrophonicsA Green house 
 

35

lDIs l¾udka;fha § kùk ;dlaIKh Ndú;h 

ìï ieliSu me< isgqùu wiajkq fk<Su

ridhksl fmdfydr yd m<sfndaOkdYl Ndú;h

ridhksl fmdfydr fh§u m<sfndaOkdYl fh§u

lDIsld¾ñl lghq;=j, § kj c, iïmdok l%u Ndú; jk wjia:d

úisß c, iïmdokh

kj j.d l%u 

yhsfv%df*dakslaiayß;d.dr j.djla
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Diversification of tea productions

Organic Tea
(Liquid Tea)

Green Tea 

Tea bags

Black Tea

 Packed in boxes 

Instant Tea

2.2.1.2 Changes occur in the industrial sector

The results of modern technical inventions have been used mostly for the 
development in the field of industry. Because of this, products which were given 
great efforts to produce can be produced today at a lower time with greater quality 
with the use of developed machinery.

Results of them are:

 ² Existence of division of labour and specification  
 ² Origin of assembling industry
 ² Origin of high – technical industry
 ² Employing  robot technology in the process of production 
 ² Use of electronic and nano technologies
 ² Production of machineries and accessories necessary for explorations and 

researches (satellites and space crafts) 

Due to this, a rapid development took place in such sectors.
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Vehicle assembling industry 

Transparent solar panels that can be used 
as house windows

Nano scale robotics used in industry 
(Enlarged image)

2.2.1.3 Changes occur in service sector

At present, the service sector occupies a special place in an economy. Services 
are supplied at different levels from the production of goods up to consumption 
of them. Here, services are provided with different fields like education, health, 
banking, insurance, transport and trade. In the supply of such services, use of 
technology and its changes have occurred immensely.
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How Education is influenced by technology

Sand Board

Slate

Over Head Projector

Multi-media 
Projector

Minoli    -  In the past, children in the village received 
education from the educated elderly persons 
of the village. It was called 'Guru Gedara' 
Later the education was given in temples and 
Pirivens. The writing on Veli Pella (Sand 
Board) was commonly used. After that it was 
changed into slate. 

Pavithra  - The formal schools in Sri Lanka were established 
during the period of Europeans. The main items 
used in the school were black board and chalk.

Pabasara -  Now look at our school. How many facilities 
are there to learn? The modern equipment 
like radio, television, overhead projector, 
multimedia projector and computers have 
become a massive strength to us in education. 
haven't they? 

Azfak   - Use of technology in education has become 
a major part at present. we have received a 
possibility of learning courses in other countries 
in the world through the internet.

kalindu   - Latest introduction is 'e-learning'

supuni     - Not only that, more facilities have been 
offered at present by various explorations and 
researches in education. I feel that the rapid 
development in technology is the main cause 
for this.   
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Health 

Health service too has been widened with modern technology. The fields 
like diagnosis of diseases, treatments, production of pharmaceuticals, etc. have 
experienced a rapid development. Medical equipment that can be used to perform 
even very complex operations more easily have been invented. Due to the abundance 
of X-ray machines, CT scanner machines, etc. which are necessary to examine the 
patients, provision of services in the field of health has reached a higher level. 

Scanning machines

Banking

Banking services conducts transactions 
in day to day activities of man more easily. 
Possibility of depositing one's money safety as 
well as withdrawing them back when needed 
has been provided through this. At present, the 
possibility of carrying transactions, using teller 
cards and without collecting money here and 
there, has been dawned. By the introduction of 
Automated Teller Machines, an extra safety is 
provided for money. Services can be easily fulfilled, locally and internationally, 
through e-banking system. As well, by using modern technical equipment, money 
counting, forge currency, forge cheques and forge signatures can be identified.
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Development of transportation through technology

Caravan

Modern motor car 

Passenger ship

Air craft

Modern bus

Express train

Nikil         - At the early age, people went their journeys on 
  foot. Later, animals were used. With the 
  invention of wheel, people were motivated 
  to use different types of vehicles. It has 
  developed up to the most sophisticated  
  vehicles at present.  

Nimasha     - Transportation occurs in several modes: 
they occur on land, on water and in air. 
Super-luxury liner ships as well as aeroplanes 
can be seen.

Hansintha  - Not only that. The aeroplanes with large 
number of passengers on board and also with 
thousands of kilos of cargo fly in the sky very 
lightly. When we see how the ships are loaded 
with thousands of container boxes sail on the 
sea, feel amazed as well. 

Harsha       -  At present, various modern methods are used 
in cargo transportation as well as in passenger 
transport.

Ashen        - Is there a big service done in passenger 
transport by busses, isn't it? As well as, long 
flight aeroplanes, driverless vehicles and eco 
friendly vehicles too are popular now.

Dayal         -  Railway transport in the world is very 
popular. As well as the passenger railways, 
the railways that transport goods too render 
a massive service. See, how marvelous the 
development of technology utilized, for the 
benefit of man?
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Effect of technological development to communication 

Tharindu    - Do you know that in the past people ''hooted'' to 
send a message to a distant person? Then the one in 
the distance, understanding the messages returned 
an answer by hooting 

Avishka      -  Not only that. I have heard that people in the past 
setting bonfire, sending drum-beaters, shooting the 
ola-leaves on which massage is written and using 
bows and arrows were also messages.

Pathum       -  Today we are more developed, friend! Now we can 
do all of them through mobile phone

Viran           - As you shout so much, tell us that who invented 
telephone 

Pathum       - Oh…. It is simple. I have heard Alexander Graham 
Bell.

Avishka      -  Pathum is very clever, isn't he?

Tharindu    - Yes, it is true, he reads a lot. By the way, do you  
know that cable telephones, cable less telephones 
as well as mobile phones with more facilities are 
used at any amount?

Layanthma - Why? Telemail, express mails too are available 
now.

Ashan         -  That means, the communication has developed 
even beyond our imagination. Anyone in the world 
can be contact within several seconds using internet, 
satellite technology, skype, viber, blogs etc. 

               

Telephone developed 
by Alexander 

Graham Bell - 1875 

Telephone

Sending messages  
via-birds

Setting bonfire

Fax machineUse of satellite

Modern mobile phone
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2.2.2 The influence on individual and society from the various changes occur
         in the economy

We have identified that many changes have taken place in the economy 
due to all the factors mentioned above. These changes create different influences 
towards individual and society. 

Some examples given below:

 ² Individuals addicting to unfavorable consuming pattern
 ² Tending to a life pattern that does not withstand with 

economy
 ² Getting used to wrong behavioural patterns
 ² Urbanization
 ² Environmental pollution
 ² Mechanization
 ² Occurrence of mental depressions
 ² Occurrence of diseases that cannot be diagnosed

Due to this, though whatever changes occur in the economy, we must be 
conscious to adapt to these contemporary changes in appropriate way. There, 

 ² Identifying one's needs and use of appropriate technology accordingly
 ² Not becoming a slave to technology
 ² Apt adaptation to the changes take place in the economy

1. Name environmental problems that have erupted with the 
 modern technology found in your area.
2. State your suggestions to minimize those problems.
3. Introduce what is "appropriate technology' and explain why it is 

  more important for present. 

Exercise 2.2
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2.3 New Trends bound with Job Market

2.3.1 Identifying new trends bound with job market

All the employment opportunities available in the society are called the 
world of work. The demand for the employment opportunities available in the 
world of work and suitable supply for it can be simply defined as "Job Market". 
Chances for employments in present day world are in abundance. But, lack of skilled 
workers for these job opportunities has become an acute problem faced by many 
countries in the world. Because of this, identifying job opportunities available in the 
job market is important. Meanwhile, continuous awareness about the timely trends 
present in the job market is a must. As well, completing the necessary qualifications 
for them is also compulsory.

Many jobs have emerged in different fields of the present society. They can 
be shown classified as follow; 

 ² Recycling non bio 
degradable waste

 ² Jobs related to the 
management of  
bio-degradable and 
non bio-degradable  
waste

 ² Food processors
 ² Agricultural Research 

Officer 
 ² Breeding Researcher
 ² Technical Officer

Agriculture sector

 ² Suppliers of items for 
functions

 ² Suppliers of sound 
system accessories 

 ² Legal advisors 
 ² Interior decorations

Service sector

 ² Electronic technicians
 ² Drone cameramen
 ² Robot technicians 
 ² Nano technicians 
 ² Computer technicians 
 ² Software developers 

Industrial sector

Recently, completion of different extra qualifications has become a 
compulsory factor in the job market.  

With the contemporary changes, the demand prevails in the job market for 
various jobs too has changed. Factors that have influenced for it are shown below:

 ² Human needs being complex
 ² Gradual increase of the crowd receiving education
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 ² Arrival of various machineries in the place of human labour
 ² Growth of labour force with the growth of population

 When the attention is focused on present job market, it becomes clear that it 
consists of two main sections:

 ² Local job market
 ² Foreign job market

 By today, a very competitive job market has been created for both local 
as well as foreign sections. Therefore, it is important, to accomplish relevant 
educational and vocational qualifications from the schooling age itself. 

2.3.2 Employments that are open through new trends

 There are many modern employments that have emerged under the influence 
of new trends in the job market. The following are some examples for them:

 ² Data processors
 ² Software engineers
 ² Horticulture technicians
 ² Genetic engineers
 ² Fashion modelers 
 ² Graphic designers
 ² Translators 

 ² Flower cultivators
 ² Architects
 ² Ornamental fish breeders
 ² Media men
 ² Function organizers
 ² Data Analysts
 ² Counsellors

It can be noticed that the job opportunities in the world of work has been 
expanded with the advancement of technology. Being aware of this is important to 
enter the job market in future.
It is important to focus on the following in completion of qualifications for job 
market with new friends: 

 ² Training on new technical equipments 
 ² Knowledge on computer 
 ² Willingness to be trained further 
 ² Dedication to provide the service in additional time 
 ² Flexibility 
 ² Fluency in many languages (Eg - English, Tamil, Chinese, Russian, 

Spanish, Korean, Japanese, French, etc.)  
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Activity 2.3

1. Find and name the new employment opportunities emerged with 
the change in the technology in the field of agriculture,  industrial 
and service using newspapers or internet.

2. Now you are a student of Grade 9 but in future you too will have 
to step into the job market. Name the employment you hope to 
engage in and briefly describe the service rendered by it for both 
you and country as well.

3. Prepare a booklet on "Nano Technology" which is the latest 
revolution in the technology.

2.4 Acting in co-existence in competitive world while promoting 
      well-being

2.4.1 Well-being

“Living righteously is well-being” Or else, leading a righteous life earning 
wealth in legal means without disturbing others is well-being. You might have read 
the poem “Sirimath” contained in the first book of “Shiksha Marga” composed by 
Munidasa Kumarathunga, who is a doyen of Sinhalese writing. Following are some 
poems cited from it. Sing this all together.

jeäysáhka   yg 

okajd ksis   fldg 

lghq;=   lrkg 

leu;s h yeu   úg

fid| foa   is;=u;a 

is;= foa   lSu;a 

lS foa    lereu;a 

fkdyÍ   isßu;a

isßu;a uf.   ils

hym;a   <ufhls 

kqjK;a   we;af;ls 

jevg;a   iuf;ls

Woh u   mqnq§ 

uqyqKg Èh   § 

l=, foú   ku§ 

f.a fÞr   wu§

mdvï    lrkg 

m; fmd; f.k  isg 

is; fjk foh  lg 

fkdyÍ lsis   úg YslaId ud¾. - m<uqjk fmd;
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Given below is the English paraphrase of the above Sinhala song;

Sirimath is a virtuous boy. 
He is intelligent and clever. 
He gets up early in the morning. 
After washing his face 
He worships his parents. 
He sweeps the house.
When he takes books to study 
does not send his attention away 
on unnecessary things.
He always likes to do any work 
after informing elders.
Sirimath does not hesitate to 
think good things to say what he 
thinks and to do what he has said.

First Book – Shiksha Margaya  
         

Given below is the paraphrase of the above poem in Tamil Language;

]Uåõ ©õºP (÷£õuÚõ ÁÈ) •u»õ® £õP®

]›©z Gß |s£ß

|À»öuõ¸ ]ÖÁß

AÔÄ® Eøh¯Áß

BØÓ¾® Eøh¯Áß

AvPõø»°À GÊ¢x 

£Àx»UQ •P® PÊÂ

S»öu´Ázøu Án[Q

Ãmk ÷Áø»PÎ¾® EuÂkÁõß

£õh¢uøÚ¨ £i¨£uØPõ´ 

¦zuPzøuz vÓ¢÷u

©Úøuö¯[S® Aø»£õ¯Âhõx

¦zv ÷©÷»õ[P÷Á £izvkÁõß

‰z÷uõ›h® Gøu²®

•ßTmi÷¯ ÷Pmk

÷Áø»PÒ ö\´vh÷Á

Â¸®¤kÁõß G¨÷£õx®

|À»øu {øÚ¨£õß

{øÚzuøua ö\õÀÁõß

ö\õßÚøua ö\´Áõß

GßÖ® G[PÒ ]›©z
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Discuss with your teachers the righteous qualities of Sirimath mentioned in 
this anthology. Think a bit, of the qualities you possess out of them as a student. Try 
to promote righteous qualities and habits in you as a school student.

The following poems in Tamil Literature show how important the amicable 
qualities of well-being and adhering them to your life for practice.

mOf;fhW mthntFsp ,d;dhr; nrhy; ehd;Fk;
,Of;fh ,ad;w mwk;.   
      mjpfhuk; - 4 Fws; - 35

zzB¾IHdj" wdYdj" fldamh" krl jpk 
l:d lsÍu wdÈfhka bj;a ùu hym;a O¾uhhs'ZZ

Giving up envy, lust, anger and using filthy words is a 
good virtue.

xOf;fKk; tha;ikAk; ehZk;,k; %d;Wk;
,Of;fhu; Fbg;gpwe; jhu;. 
     mjpfhuk; - 96 Fws; - 952

zzhym;a pß;hlska hq;= ùu" i;H l:d lsÍu" 
fndrejg" jxpdjg ìh ùu jeo.;a h' 
fï ksid ,Êcd ìh /lf.k Ôj;a ùu hym;s'ZZ

It is virtuous to live with good character. Be afraid of lies 
and cheating while being truthful.

epiwePu ePutu; Nfz;ik gpiwkjpg;
gpd;ePu Ngijahu; el;G. 
    mjpfhuk; - 79  Fws; - 782

zzwOHdmkh ,enQ whf.a hy.=K mQ¾K pkaøhd fuka jefâ' 
wOHdmkfhka wvq whf.a hy.=K wudjl fuka wvq ù hhs'ZZ

Virtues of educated persons grow like the full moon. The 
opposite happens to those who have got less education.

 

^j,a¨j¾;=udf.a ;srelal=r,a .%ka:fhka  Wmqgd .kakd ,È'&
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Pay your affection to the following song that shows the necessity of well-being: 

uf.a is; ;ekam;a h ;ekam;a h ;ekam;a h

uf.a is; msú;=re h ikaiqka h ;ekam;a h

wdorh lreKdj ohd W;=rd .,k

ud isf;ys Ys,am yd .=K oyï we; /£

.=re fo.=re ys; ñ;=re yd wjg ish¨ fok

ud yefok ieá n,d isá;s wdorhlska

uf.a is; ;ekam;a h ;ekam;a h ;ekam;a h'''$$

mßirh ud rlS rlsñ uu mßirh 

f,dalhg nr fkdù jev msKsi uu yefoñ

jdikdjka; jQ wkd.;hla lrd

mdi,ska u. olsk fyd| u orejd uuhs'''$$$$$

   mo rpkh (¡ iurùr ùrjkaks

        .dhkh (¡- kd,kS rKisxy

Given below is the English paraphrase of the above song:

My mind is Sober ...
My mind is pure, calm, sober
In my mind where love, kindness and mercy over flows 
Skills and virtues remain. 
Parents, teachers, friends and all around me
Observe me with love how I grow 
My mind is sober ............. ///
I protect the environment, environment protects me
I will grow for the benefit of the world 
Without being a burden to it, I grow for work
I am the best child enlightened from the school 
To get a future with success ... ///

      Singing - Nalani Ranasignhe
      Composed by - Samaraweera Weerawanni
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Given below is the paraphrase of the Sinhala song in Tamil language;

GÚxÒÍ® £USÁ©õÚx £USÁ©õÚx £USÁ©õÚx

EÚxÒÍ® ¦Ûu©õÚx Aø©v¯õÚx £USÁ©õÚx

Aß¦, P¸øn, £õ\® ö£õ[Q¨ ¤µPõ]US®

GÚxÒÍzvÀ Pø»²® uº©•® {ø»zv¸US®

B]›¯º ö£ØÓõº •øÓø¯¨ £õºzv¸¨£õº Aß¦hß

GÚxÒÍ® £USÁ©õÚx £USÁ©õÚx £USÁ©õÚx

|õß `Çø»¨ £õxPõ¨÷£ß GøÚ¨ £õxPõ¨÷£ß

E»SUS¨ £õµ©õPõx GvºPõ»® ÷|õUQ £õh\õø»°÷» ÁÈPsh |À» 

¤ÒøÍ |õß

	 ¤ßSÔ¨¦	&	AÆÁõÓõÚ £õhÀPøÍU Põø»÷ÁøÍ°À  

        £õh\õø»°À ö\Â©kUP ÁÈö\´¯Ä®

2.4.2 Necessity of well-being

Man has to tend towards a very complex life pattern in this competitive 
world. Development took place in the fields of modern science, technology, and 
communication has directly influenced it. Diversities of likes and dislikes of 
individuals have caused to make it more intensified. Due to this, majority in the 
society try to behave imitating blindly without understanding fertility and infertility. 
This condition has become a severe social problem at present. Because of this, for 
the social upliftment, there are many factors that affect the increase of necessity of 
well-being. Some examples for them are given below:   

 ² For the well-being of the society 
To live as a virtuous, loyal citizen and to work  
law-abiding in a society

 ² -Diversity in personal interests
One should follow correct procedure when 
fulfilling personal interests as personal interests, 
likes and expectations differ

 ² Complexity of the life style 
When life has become complex, there is a tendency for people to earn money 
in wrong ways. People should earn by proper ways to lead a simple life

 ² Directing to earn wealth and to use wealth in just 
      To direct citizens to earn by hard working and by his own efforts 

 ² -Justice
Having society accepted livinghood and livelihood

 ² Peace
To maintain peace and harmony
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2.4.3 Qualities of well-being 

Qualities that should be promoted in order to create cordial and peaceful 
environment in the human society can be introduced as qualities of well-being. 
Since these qualities are apt to lead a righteous life they are called as qualities of 
well-being. 

Given below are some examples for qualities of well-being: 

 ² Law abiding 
 ² Listening well
 ² Generosity
 ² Gratitude 
 ² Contentment
 ² Cordiality
 ² Righteousness
 ² Simplicity in life
 ² Courageousness 
 ² Being away from anti-social 

activities 

 ² Courageousness
 ² Being happy 
 ² Being active
 ² Honesty
 ² Be thankful
 ² Kindness 
 ² Patience
 ² Loving the environment 
 ² Working to conscience 
 ² Refrain from using liquor and 

drugs

Try to promote such virtues in you since childhood. It is a great help to 
make your present and future successful, good existence of the society and to make 
the future of the country good. 

   

oek Wf.k  .;alu

;uhs flkl=f.  j;alu

.=K kqjK  oelalu

Tng i,l;s rfÜ  Tlafldu

Given below is the English paraphrase of the above poem:

   Eruditeness is the wealth of an individual
   When your virtues and intelligence is seen,
   All the people in the country, 
   Will treat you well
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Given below is the paraphrase of the above poem in Tamil Language:

           AÔÄ® PÀÂ÷©

           J¸Á›ß Esø©¯õÚ Eøhø© & E®

           Sn¨£s¦PøÍU PshÄhß

           |õ÷h E®ø© ©vzx¨ ÷£õØÖ®

That is why the erudite individuals who lived in the past had expressed as 
above. Hence we must be careful to serve the country fruitfully as a good citizen, 
promoting the qualities of well-being by ourselves.

2.4.4 Results that occur due to acting without well-being

One will have to face severe incidents in his adult life as the qualities 
of well-being have not being practiced from his childhood. As the qualities of 
well-being are not practiced valuable human lives, animal lives, public properties, 
natural environment and all will be subjected to the unfavorable influences. Anyone 
who does not practise qualities of well-being, can be victimized to the fate expressed 
in the following song:

u,a,sfh krl ñ;=rka ms<s.kag  tmd 

kx.sfh fkdfydìkdlï yqre fjkag         tmd

fnda.ïnr ismsß f.org tkag  tmd 

i;=frl=g j;a ug jka ÿl fjkag  tmd 

o<Þ ueÿf¾ f;ajd y~ /õ  fokjd 

l< mõ u;la ù oEi u f;;a  fjkjd 

ishla jdrhla ueß ueß  WmÈkjd 

;snyg j;=r fjkqjg l÷<e,s               fndkjd

,enqfõ wjjdo fkdfydìk  wdrlh 

ÿokka ksid úh fykyqre  udrlh 

ux fmr .sfha jrÈka msß  mdrlh 

tA .sh uf.a wjidkh   fmdarlh

mo rpkh (¡ uydpd¾h iqks,a wdßhr;ak

.dhkh(¡ úYdro iqks,a tÈßisxy
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Given below is the English paraphrase of the above song:

Younger brother! Do not welcome bad friends.
Younger sister! Do not practice unbecoming deeds.
Do not come to prison at Bogambara.!
Do not befall the sorrow occurred on me even on an enemy!

The sound of the service drum beating of the Temple of the Tooth Relic 
echoes. Eyes become wet recollecting the sins I have committed. I have 
born hundred times while dying and drinking tears instead of water.

Received the wrong advices. This deadly danger befell on me due to the 
company of bad friends. Earlier, I stepped alone a path full of wrongs. The 
end of that path occurs in gallows. 
Younger sister!   Do not practice unbecoming deeds.
Do not come to prison at Bogambara.!
Do not befall the sorrow occurred on me even on an enemy!

Given below is the paraphrase of the above Sinhala song in Tamil Language:

u®¤÷¯ öPmh |s£÷Úõk      ÷\µõ÷u

 u[øP÷¯ w¯ £ÇUP[PøÍ¨      £ÇPõ÷u

 ÷£õP®£øµ ]øÓa\õø»US      Á¢xÂhõ÷u

 Gv›UPõÁx GÚx Pv       ÷|µUThõx

 u»uõ ©õÎøP°ß ÷uÛø\      ÷PmQÓx

 ö\´u£õÁzøu {øÚzxU Pspº      Á¸QÓx

 ö\zxa ö\zxa vÚ•®       ¤øÇUQß÷Óß

 usp¸US¨ £v»õP PspøµU      SiUQß÷Óß

 Ga\›UøP «Ô¯uõÀ Qøhzux      ]øÓUTk

 |ßöÚÔ uÁÔ¯uõÀ ÂøÍ¢u÷uõ      \Û°ß ÷Pk

 |õß |h¢u÷uõ SØÓ[PÒ ©¼¢u      £õøu³k

 Ax GøÚ AÝ¨¤ øÁzu÷uõ yUS   ©µz÷uõk
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Not practicing the qualities of well-being, any person living in the society 
may face to the plight mentioned below;

 ² Passing the life ill-fated 
 ² Isolation of the individual by 

breaking down of inter-personal 
relationships. 

 ² Destruction of natural resources 
 ² Increase of expenditure, decrease of 

saving   
 ² Increase wastage
 ² Breaking down of well-being  

 ² Collapse social security
 ² Breaking down of social peace 
 ² Increase of anti social activities 
 ² Increase of mental stress 
 ² Increase of misconducts 
 ² Inclination towards bribes and 

corruptions
 ² Happen to live with fear and 

suspicion

2.4.5 How well-being influences good existence of the society
As mentioned above, if all follow qualities of well-being, it will be a great 

boon for the good existence of the society. We can achieve many benefits through 
it. Some examples are given below:

 ² Protection of others' rights
 ² Persuade to fulfill one's duties without delay 
 ² Creation of peaceful environment in the 

society 
 ² Ensuring social security 
 ² Building up with justice and freedom of 

society 
 ² Ability to expel bribery, corruptions, forgery, 

theft and other anti-social activities

You too determine to contribute for the good existence of the society by 
practicing qualities of well-being from your childhood. Follow the idea that ''Not 
from the country to us but something from us to the country''. Then you will get an 
ability to beautify the whole society, and the whole world. 
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2.4.6 Co-existence  

Man gets his birth from the 
family which is the smallest unit in 
the society. We all are members of 
it. When acting as a member of a 
family, love and protection of others 
are needed' 

''Co-existence begins in the 
Family'' 

Any individual living in the society cannot live alone. Man happens to get 
support from various individuals and to assist each other. Man had been used to 
live in groups since his inception. Accordingly, acting co-operatively, while living 
together can be simply introduced as co-existence. An erudite concept presented on 
it is shown below: 

"Co-existence is a state in which two or 
more groups are living together while 
respecting their differences and resolving 
their conflicts nonviolently"

By - Angela Nyawira

2.4.7 Necessity of co-existence

Read the following news headings well. Review these statements which 
present some events of co-existence.

Some groups of youth come 
forward to provide food and 

water to the wild animals 
during the drought

Youths of Sinhala, Tamil 
and Muslim get together to 
celebrate religious festivals

Friends come forward to help 
the friend with economic 

difficulties with books and 
foods happily

Many friendly countries donate 
for the flood victims of Sri Lanka 

14th Wesak Day celebration of the 
United Nations-2017 in Sri Lanka 

with the participation of many 
countries

Whole village supported 
in thatching the roof of the 

house
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Given above are some examples for the necessity of co-existence in present society:

 ² To protect the unity of the diverse society
 ² For the fortification of social security 
 ² To help the people those who cannot fulfill their needs
 ² For the promotion of the equality in the society that is unequal

2.4.8 Qualities of co-existence

Man is a social being by birth. Hence, the qualities like collectiveness and 
unity received the highest acceptance in the human society, and such qualities of 
well-being are given below. Try to inoculate such qualities in you too.

 ² Acting in collaboration 
 ² Sharing 
 ² Respecting others
 ² Cordiality 
 ² Mutual trust
 ² Honesty 
 ² Fulfill duties 

Sing and enjoy the song given below related to co-existance bound with nature. 
Discuss how its meaning depicts co-existance.

j;=iqÿ wr,sh .il msfmkjd

msÉp frdai u,a je,l msfmkjd

´¨ fk¨ï u,a ú,l msfmkjd

tlu jÜáhl mkai,a hkjd $$

.srd u,s;a;ka wyfi irkjd

kS, fldfnhshka mshdi,kjd $$

fmdä nÜáÉpka Wv b.sf,kjd

wyig whs;sh lshkak ljqre;a kE

mo rpkh ( iqkS;d mS' úl%uf.a

j;=iqÿ wr,sh''''

mqxÑ l+ôfhda .=,la yokjd

fõfhd tl;= ù yqUia n`Èkjd $$

uy jeis jeá,d fure b.sf,kjd

fmdf<djg whs;sh lshkak ldg;a nE

j;=iqÿ wr,sh $$

.dhkh     ( bka§jÍ wdßhisxy
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Given below is the English paraphrase of the above song:

Garden flowers and frangipani flowers blossom in trees
Jusmine and rose flowers blossom in creepers
Water lily and lotus flowers blossom in lakes
They all go to the temple in one tray
Hanging parrots travel through the air
Emerald dove fly in the sky
Small common tailorbird fly up
There are no owners to the sky
Small ants build holes
Termites build ant hill
Heavy rains fall, swarmers fly
Nobody can declare the ownership for the land

Given below is the paraphrase of the above song in Tamil Language:

|¢v¯õÁmøh²® Aµ¼²® ©µzvÀ §UQßÓÚ

©À¼øP²® ÷µõáõÄ® öPõi°À §UQßÓÚ

AÀ¼²® uõ©øµ²® }›À §UQßÓÚ

J÷µ umiÀ §øáUSa ö\ÀQßÓÚ//

QÎ²® ø©ÚõÄ® ÁõÛÀ £ÓUS®

©o¨¦ÓõÄ® ÁõÛÀ \g\›US®

]mkU S¸ÂPÐ® ÷©÷» £ÓUS®

ÁõÝUS ¯õ¸® E›ø© ÷PõµÂÀø»÷¯//

]ØöÓÖ¦® ÁøÍ Aø©US® 

PøÓ¯õÝ® JßÖTi ¦ØÓø©US®

ö£¸©øÇ ö£õÈ¢x D\À £ÓUS®

©sqUS E›ø© ÷Põµ GÁ¸US •i²®//

2.4.9 Importance of inculcating co-existence qualities to life 
Man cannot live alone. Individual has to deal 

with family, community and society. Hence, there are 
many instances that people are to work collectively when 
engage in day to day activities. There are many occasions 
that need co-existence qualities. Hence, several examples 
are given below to show the importance of inculcating the 
co-existence qualities relevant to the life when working 
with others in day to day activities:
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 ² Personal development 
 ² Establishment of peace 
 ² Building up mutual friendship 
 ² Acceleration of social development
 ² Ensuring of social security
 ² Minimizing conflicts

2.4.10 How well-being and co-existence become important for the individual 
           and social development

Well-being and co-existence are two concepts bound to each other. There are many 
well-being qualities, derived from the past through generations, practiced by us. 
These qualities that are seen within us at large or minor level help for personal and 
social development. According to the availability of  these qualities, several groups 
of people can be identified in the society. It should be noted that this categorization 
is based on the most outstanding characteristics of people. 

01. Those who have high well-being qualities but less co-existence qualities  - 
The  people earn wealth by means of just or legal ways. They live without disturbing 
others. They contribute less in sharing happiness or sorrow with neighbours and 
friends. Participation for the weddings or funerals are also very less. They do not 
harm anyone, but the contribution to the social development is very poor.

02. Those who possess high co-existence qualities but less well-being qualities  - 
These people earn wealth through various legal and illegal means. But, mostly lead 
a friendly life with neighbours and relatives, sharing their sorrows and happinesses. 
They are a burden to the society. Their means of income are not recommended by 
the society.

03. Those who possess less well-being and co-existence qualities -This type of 
people also can be seen among us occasionally. They earn wealth through different 
illegal means and nothing is done for the social development. They do not work 
co-operatively with others. You should be mindful when associating with them. You 
should determine to make them virtuous if possible and not to be such a person. 

04. Those who possess both well-being and co-existence qualities to the 
maximum - These people earn wealth through just and legal means. They offer 
to help neighbours and relatives frequently. Those, who with such well-being and 
co-existence qualities are a great blessing. You should also determine to be one 
such person. In this manner, by developing qualities of well being and co-exitance 
in you, you can contribute to the social upliftment, fruitfully. However, it should be 
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noted that the categorization of people in society as ''Good'' or ''Bad'' is not suitable. 
In a person who is well-known as ''bad'', there can be a little good. One should take 
efforts to inculcate wholesome qualities understanding characteristics of people are 
a complex. This helps personal and social development.

1. List out the virtues you have identified in you and your friends or 
 elders you associate. 
2. Present a role play in two minutes to highlight the well-being 
 qualities.
3. Complete the following table with the influences that occur when  

  well-being is not followed. 

Influence on individual Influence on the society 
1 ..........................................................
2 ..........................................................

1 ..........................................................
2 ..........................................................

4. Suggest activities that could be utilized to expand well-being qualities in the 
society. 

5. Explain by using examples how well-being and co-existence become important 
for the social development.

Activity 2.4 

2.5 Co-operative Movement

2.5.1 Introduction to co-operative movement

Sri Lankans have been 
motivated to live in co-existence 
since past. It is well-aware 
that you might have studied 
well-about well-being and  
co-existence in earlier lessons. 
People show much willingness 
to help each other in the activities 
like ''Aththam'', Sramadana, 
meritorious activities, planting 
paddy, etc. 

Robert Owen 
The father of the  

co-operative 
movement 

Official logo of 
the co-operative 

movement 
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Accordingly, The co-operative movement can be introduced as the 
organization that was established voluntarily to get common needs and social 
welfare done collectively, co-operatively and equality. 

British nationalist Robert Owen is considered as the ''Father of Co-operative 
Movement''. Read carefully the definition presented by him. 

The Co-operative Movement is the service based on good social environment 
which includes feeling of co-operation and social value in place of competition 
that exists among the people for economic development.

British nationalist, Robert Owen – 1845

 The following definition is the official definition about modern co-operative 
movement presented by International Cooperative Alliance.

A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntary to 
meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through 
a jointly owned and democratically – controlled enterprise.

(International Co-operative Alliance -ICA - 1995)

Working collectively and helping each other mutually are the main features 
of co-operation. Through this, the spacial quality expected, is the collaboration 
instead of competitiveness.

2.5.2 Several objectives of the co-operative movement 

 ² Fulfilling the needs of the members 
 ² Creating a path for man to live better
 ² Assisting to upgrade the living condition of people
 ² Fulfill the needs by the collective power that can not be fulfilled individually

The motto of the co-operative is 

              
''Each for all – All for each'' 
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2.5.3 The task of the present co-operative movement

The co-operative movement began first as credit societies.

The first co-operative society established in 
Sri Lanka is Dumbara co-operative credit society. 
It began at Theldeniya in 1906. At present, it has 
developed up to a number of different types of 
co-operative societies. The following are some such 
co-operative societies functioning in Sri Lanka:
 ² Multi Purpose Co-operative Societies 
 ² Co-operative Credit Societies
 ² Agro - product Co-operative Societies

 Eg - Tea, Coconut, Rubber 
 ² Fisheries Co-operative Societies 
 ² Industrial Co-operative Societies

 Eg - Weaving, Carpentry, 
         Coir industry 
 ² Bio Resource Co-operative Societies

 Eg - Livestock farming 
 ² Hospital Co-operative Societies 
 ² Transport Co-operative Societies 
 ² Housing Co-operative Societies
 ² School Co-operative Societies

Tasks performed by the co-operative service

 ² Selling consumer goods at low cost
 ² Supplying credit facilities 
 ² Conducting various welfare services
 ² Maintaining member's savings
 ² Conducting various awareness 

programmes
         Eg - Self employment/small  
       business 

 ² Provision of banking service
 ² Provision of transport services
 ² Purchasing of agro products
 ² Provision of insurance services
 ² Maintenance of hospital 
 ² Provision of funeral services
 ² Conducting fuel filling stations

Accordingly, the co-operative movement that is dedicated to provide many 
services which are necessary to fulfill various needs of life must be appreciated.
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2.5.4 Multi Purpose Co-operative Societies and School Co-operative Societies 

1. Multi-purpose co-operative societies

There are a large number of co-operative societies controlled by the 
Co-operative Department. The institutions which have been established collecting 
all together are introduced as, multi-purpose cooperative societies. Co-operative 
societies that have been established to get more tasks fulfilled, instead of credit 
cooperative societies are introduced by this name.   
 The basic objective of this is to create economic, social and cultural 
development of members according to the co-operative principles. The target of 
this is to inculcate feelings such as thrifty, self donation and mutual donation. To 
get the membership of a co-operative society, 18 years of age must be completed. 
All those who reside in the authorized region of a co-operative society, can get the 
membership of the co-operative society of that particular region. Many co-operative 
societies can be seen in present Sri Lanka. By December 2013, 14221 co-operative 
societies had been established in Sri Lanka. Among them, 308 were multi-purpose 
co-operative societies. Among them the number of co-operative societies that are 
active are 304.
Services provided by the Multi Purpose Co-operative Societies

 ² Conducting co-operative regional outlets 
to increase the services to the people

 ² Conducting of credit societies
 ² Contribution to provide funeral services
 ² Provision of transport and fuel services
 ² Conducting hospital services
 ² Banking services
 ² Self services co-operative outlets
 ² Milk bars/ Restaurants 
 ² Educational services
 ² Insurance services
 ² Pre-school 
 ² Pawning 
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2. School co-operative societies 

School co-operative societies have been established with the idea that 
the cooperative must be started at the small age. These co-operative societies are 
conducted by the students under the patronage of the principal and the staff. The 
number of school co-operative societies that have been registered by December 
2013 was 1134. Since then, 371 societies are active.

Objectives 

 ² Fulfilling the economic, social and cultural needs and welfare needs of the 
member according to the co-operative principles

 ² Directing to use co-operative system
 ² Making co-operative features and qualities popular in the school 
 ² Generating creative leaders
 ² Achieving active group of citizens who work with conscious

Activities of these co-operatives are done by the students under the patronage 
of the principal and the staff.

Expected Targets 

 ² Provision of all necessary stationeries to the students at low cost 
 ² Supply of hygiene milk and food varieties of reasonable cost 
 ² Practicing the habit of saving from the childhood
 ² Supplying the educational needs
 ² Conducting fruitful programmes and holding competitions 
 ² Practicing children to continue virtues and customs

2.5.5 Services that could be obtained from the school co-op society to the 
          students

 ² Ability to buy school stationery at reasonable prices
 ² Ability to buy food items at reasonable prices
 ² Ability to buy sports goods at a reasonable price
 ² Leadership training
 ² Getting used to a collective life pattern 
 ² Provision of other needs
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These school co-operative societies are well-functioning in Malaysia at 
present. School co-operative society of Dharamaraja College at Kandy is also 
functioning very successfully. 

Source - ICA web site - www.ica.org

 ² Explain briefly the importance of establishing a school co-operative  
 society in your school

Activity 2.5 

2.6 Importance of acting as a member of global village while 
       protecting indigenousness

2.6.1 Broad vision about the world 

Man is a member of the global village. When we act as a member of the 
global village, we must create a good understanding about the world. When acting 
in the competitive world there must be a broad vision about it. Various changes 
in the fields like economic, society, and politics of the present world take place 
continuously. As a citizen, a knowledge and understanding about all those 
changes must be achieved. Acting with the world with such knowledge and 
understanding is known as the broad vision of the world. 
 Due to the continuous changes occur in the world, inheritance of new 
information and more creations occur changing existing information. When acting 
as a universal member, being vigilant on these changes is important. You must 
assist them as much as you can. That becomes a great support to make others lives 
as well as your life, good. 

2.6.2 Appreciate indigenousness meaningfully  

Indigenous culture

 All the countries in the world possess specific cultures inherited to each 
of them. That is the indigenous culture of those countries. Sri Lanka too is a 
multi-cultural country since the past. As well as indigenous people, different ethnic 
groups like Sinhalese, Tamils, Muslims, and Burghers live in Sri Lanka. They 
believe in  different religions like Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, and Catholicism. 
There are identical cultures inherited to these ethnic groups. Various different 
cultural features can be seen in them.
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 ² The popular cultural features among different ethnic groups which are typical to 
Sri Lanka are given below. See whether you can identify them.

Local productions

Production of goods and services within the country itself using the local 
resources is local production. Such local productions which are inherited to Sri 
Lanka are shown below:
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Things endemic to the country

Things that are typical to a country itself are called endemic things. Many 
features, which are endemic to Sri Lanka are found in the country. Indigenous 
medicines, endemic plants and animals are important among them. 

Indigenous medicinal herbs

Venivelgeta Pus Vel

Bambara VelKothala Himbutu

Endemic Plants 

Kekuna Badulla 

Maha Rathmal Wild breadfruitEtamba
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Endemic Animals 

Jungle fowl An Katussa

Pathirana Salaya Black MonkeyNeela Kobeiya

Identification and learning of other cultures by moving beyond the local frame 

We have learnt about the indigenous culture and main cultural features  
earlier. There are many cultural features indigenous to Sri Lanka, and to other 
countries as well. Though they are inherited to those countries only, we can learn 
a lot from them. Hence, it is important to know about cultural features of several 
countries going beyond, indigenous culture. 

There are many cultural features in Japan that is an East Asian country. 
Greeting with a bow, wearing Kimono, sumo game, veneration of the dead take an 
important place among them. Japan is a country that has processed to a massive 
development. But, Japan reached the development while protecting their culture. 
Cultural features like greeting with a bow is well-popular among the elders and the 
young even today. 

Greeting with a bow Kimona

Sumo game 
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Cultures of the African countries are totally different to this. Given below 
are chief among them:

African cultural features 

When we take China, that is also an Asian country, which follows many 
cultural features based on dragon.

Chinese cultural features   

Acting as a member of global society while appreciating the indigenousness 
and protecting national identity

We have discussed about the ''Wide vision about the world'' earlier. 
Accordingly, arrival of new technology, fashions, cultural features, etc occur with 
the changing of the world. But we must be intelligent when we use them. We must 
be careful to use the models we collect from the universal society, matching the 
needs of our country. If not, we will have to face problems we never think about.  
 You might have heard the saying '' Siya Rata de Siri Sapade'' – Local goods  
give best comforts – Our forefathers in the past produced everything they needed 
by themselves. There, they were very careful not to harm animals, plants and the 
environment. They gifted the needful for generation absorbing world's knowledge 
while protecting ancient culture. A best example for this can be taken from our 
neighbouring country, India. Since the past, Indians show a  tendency to use local 
productions. That example has been given to them even from the rulers of India. 
The cloth worn by Mahatma Ghandhi had been prepared by himself. 
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Mahathma Ghandhi weaving his own cloth

 We too must be nourished by such models. We must be careful to use models 
received from those cultures with local modifications.

2.6.3 Identification of the way how co-existence works globally 

Norochchole power station

Obtaining foreign aids

Any person living in the world cannot 
live alone. Living alone is a difficult task for 
any ethnic group or a country. There are several 
factors cause for this: 

 ² Unequal distribution of resources 
 ² Global diversity
 ² Inability to produce all the things needed 

for a country in the same country
 ² Rapid development of information 

technology of the world with the 
technical advancement

 ² Conversion of the total world into a 
global village

 Above mentioned factors have caused 
to function co-existence globally. We all, as an 
individual and as a country, have to work in 
accordance with. If not, we will be isolated as 
a country in the presence of the world.
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2.6.4 Mutual inter-dependency

Between the region where we live and neighbours and at places of work 
too mutual inter dependence, co-operation and co-existence can be seen. Working 
co-operatively while helping each other is mutual inter-dependency. 
Co-existence among ethnic types and religions is the base of peace and development 
of a country. As a country, there is a mutual inter-dependency with other countries of 
the world. Due to this, various organizations have been established by the countries  
of  the world.  

Eg - United Nations Organizations, SARRC Organization, Union of Europe, Asian 
        Organization 

1. Name separately cultural features, cultural heritages and attributes 
 of culture inherited to Sri Lanka only.
2. Name endemic plants, animals and herbs in Sri Lanka.
3. Name indigenous plants and animals that have faced the threat of 
 extinction as you know. 

4. Present your views on “When acting with global village, indigenousness must 
be protected.” 

5. Selecting some countries in the world, study cultural attributes of them. 

Activity 2.6 
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 ² The society too is subjected to various changes with the development 
 of science and technology.

 ² New inventions that emerged through explorations and researches, 
 have caused for social advancement. 

 ² Creation of technical tools are in abundance due to the increase in population 
and complex human necessities.

 ² Technical tools should be used beneficial to the society.

 ² Agricultural, industrial and service sectors of the economy in a country change 
continuously with modern technology.

 ² Many new trends in the job market associated with agriculture, industry and 
service have emerged.

 ² In the complex life pattern, the world has tended towards competitive life 
pattern. Due to this, good qualities are getting detached from man. 

 ² The problems that we have to face can be avoided by promoting well-being 
and co-existence. 

 ² The Co-operative Movement has been established with the objective of helping 
each other in co-operation.

 ² At present, co-operative is an institute that supplies many services.

 ² It is important to act as a citizen of global society while appreciating the 
indigenousness and protecting the identity with a wide vision about the world. 

 ² When acting globally, co-existence and mutual depending are needed. 

Summary


